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1. Introduction 
This is the first of a set of four papers dealing with the problem solved 
by VAN DANTZIG in a previous publication 1 ). The problem is as follows. 
To determine a function of Green G(r, cp, ro, cpo) in the angle A which in 
polar coordinates r, cp is given by cp1 <cp<cp2 satisfying the Helmholtz 
equation 
( 1.1) ( ()2 () ()2 ) r\r2 +r 0r + ()fP2 -r2 G(r,cp,ro,cpo) = -roc5(r-ro)c5(cp-cpo), 
and the boundary conditions 
oG . ()G (1.2) cos Yi OfP - r sm Yi or = 0 at cp = CfJ.1 
for j = 1 and j = 2. 
The constants Yi may be complex and it will be assumed that 
(1.3) 
We note that r0 1 c5(r-r0) c5(cp-cp0) represents a two-dimensional point 
source of unit strength written as a distribution. In Cartesian coordinates 
x, y we should have written c5(x-xo) c5(y-yo). We believe that by the 
use of the formalism of the distributions many well-known properties 
concerning functions of Green can be expressed in a short and elegant way. 
The behaviour of the function of Green satisfying ( 1.1) at ro, cpo iE' 
as follows 
(1.4) G= -(2n)-lln {r2+r~-2rr0 cos (cp-cp0)}l+0(1). 
g 
The problem of Green is an essentially non-homogeneous problem. We 
shall also consider the corresponding homogeneous problem where the 
right-hand side of (1.1) is replaced by zero. There a function F(r, cp) is 
sought satisfying the Helmholtz equation 
(1.5) (Llr,IJ'-1) F(r, cp)=O 
and the boundary conditions (1.2). 
*) Report TW 61 of the Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands. 
1) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG (1958). 
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For brevity the problem of Green and the corresponding homogeneous 
problem will be referred to as the G-problem and the F-problem respectively. 
In the first paper we shall consider the F-problem and the G-problem 
for the potential equation with the boundary conditions (1.2). Next we 
shall treat the special case where F and G satisfy a Helmholtz equation 
with the boundary conditions oGfoq;=O at q;=q;1. Finally the F-problem 
in the general case will be considered. 
In the second paper we shall treat the G-problem in the general case. 
Two ways of solution will be presented each having its own merits The 
first way is a condensed version of Van Dantzig's method who has solved 
this problem in the paper cited above. The second way is an original 
one which has been obtained almost at the same time as Van Dantzig's 
solution. 
In the third paper the half-plane case will be studied. Although the 
solution can be obtained by specialization from the solution of the general 
case a simple and straight-forward method of solution will be given 
which rests essentially upon a reduction to a problem of the Wiener-
Hop£ type. 
In the fourth paper a generalization of the G- and F-problem will be 
considered. There a term with G or F will be added to the boundary 
conditions (1.2). 
The physical applications include the three-dimensional progressive 
waves on a sloping beach 2) and the long waves in a rotating angular bay 
due to a windfield. In this and the following papers we shall use the nota-
tion by VAN DANTZIG in his paper with some minor modifications. In 
particular we shall write () = qJ2 - q;~, and v = n f (). 
2. A potential problem 
In this section the problem of the preceding section will be solved for 
Laplace's equation instead of Helmholtz' equation. The F-problem will 
be considered first. We have 
(2.I) 
(2.2) oF . oF cos Yi orp - r sm Yi or =0 at q; =qJj 
for j = I and j = 2. 
Let us take the trial solution 
(2.3) 
where A, B and A. are constants. 
Substitution of (2.3) in (2.2) gives for j =I, 2 
(2.4) A.{A exp i(y1 + A.q;1)- B exp-i(yJ + AqJJ)} = 0. 
2) Cf. A. S. PETERS (1952) and H. A. LAUWERIER (1959). 
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Elimination of A and B gives either A= 0 or 
(2.5) 6A=y1-y2+mn, 
where m is an integer. From (2.3) we obtain the solution 
(2.6) 
From (2.5) and (2.6) a set of solutions is obtained which, with the exception, 
of course, of F = constant are infinite either at r = oo or at r = 0. 
In the special case y1=r2=y a second solution can be obtained by 
formal differentiation of (2.6) with respect to A and letting A.--+ 0. In 
this way we obtain the set of solutions 
(2.7) l, (cosy) ln r+q; sin y, rmP cos {mv(q;-q;1)-y} 
where m= ± 1, ±2, .... 
We next consider the G-problem. A particular solution may be derived 
systematically in the following way. Let us assume for the moment that 
y1 and y2 are real. Then G can be considered as the real part of an analytic 
·~function 
(2.8) G=Re 4>(z), 
where z=re1'~'. By means of the conformal transformation e-1"'Ptz~--+ z 
the sector q;1 < q; < q;2 can be mapped upon the upper halfplane 0 < q; < n. 




Im (e1Y• ~!) = 0 at y = 0, x > 0, 
Im ( e1Y• ~!) = 0 at y = 0, x < 0, 
and for which at Z=Zo 
(2.11) 4>(z) =- (2n)-lln (z-zo) + 0(1). 
This problem can be solved by means of the incomplete Beta-function 
• 
(2.12) f tJJ-1 lJI(z,p.)= l-tdt, 
0 
where Re p. > 0. Some properties of this function follow below 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
lJI(z, p.) = ,_,-lz"' F(p., 1; p. + 1; z), 
00 z[J+k 
lJ'(z,p.) = ! +k' lzl < l. 
k=O p 
If 0< Rep< l we have 
(2.15) lJI(z, p.) = lJ'(z-1, 1-p.) +n cosec p.n · exp {i p.n sgn (arg z)}, 
and 
oo zp-k (2.16) lJ'(z,p.) = ! k- +n cosec p.n · exp {i p.n sgn (arg z)} 
k=l p 
for lzl> l. 
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If in the first place y1 = y2 = y we see that by taking 
drf> _ e-iy { eiY 6 -iy ) 
dz-- 'in z-zo + z-zo 
a solution of (2.9) and (2.10) is obtained which also satisfies (2.ll). By 
integration we obtain the particular solution 
(2.17) cp(z) =- 2~{In(1- ~) +e- 21Yln(1- i)). 
The Green's function following from this is finite at r = 0 but diverges 
as ln rat infinity. The solutions (2.7) of the F-problem show that in this 
case there is no Green's function which is bounded both at r = 0 and 
r = oo. The explicit form of the Green's function is easily obtained by 
applying the inverse transformation z--+ z• exp-ivtp1 and by taking the 
real part viz. 
G(r,tp,ro,tpo)=- 4~{ln(1- ~expiv(tp-tpo)) + 
0 
(2.18) + ln (1- ~ exp -iv (tp -tpo)) + e- 21Yln ( 1- ~ exp iv (tp+tpo- 2tp1)) + 
0 0 
+ e21Y ln l1 - ~ exp - iv ( tp + tpo - 2tpl))) . 
0 
If in the second place y1 =I y2 we see that by taking 
(2.19) drf> = _ ..!_{(zjz0 )J.v +e_ 21y, (z/zot"), dz 2n z-zo z-zo 
where A. is given by (2.5) a solution of (2.9), (2.10) and (2.ll) is obtained. 
It is possible to choose the integer m in (2.5) in such a way that the 
resulting Green's function is bounded at r = 0 and r = oo. This special 
choice will be made by defining the constant f.l in the following way 
{ f.l = :n:-1(yl- y2) for y1 > y2, 
(2.20) f.l=1-:n:-1(y2-yi) for y1<y2. 
Then it follows from (2.19) by integration that we may take 
(2.21) 
The explicit form of the Green's function is I G(r, ~·';~o) ~. n 'P~ exp iv (~-~o), I'~+ . 
( 
+ :n: P(;; exp-w (tp-tpo), f.l) + :n:e- 2'Y•lf' (;; exp IV (tp + tpo- 2tp1), f.l) + 
0 0 
+ :n:e21Y• lf' (~ exp-iv (tp + tpo- 2tpl), f.l). 
0 
(2.22) 
Since 0 < f.l < 1 this Green's function vanishes at r = 0 and has a limit at 
r--+ oo. From (2.16) it follows that 
{lim G =! cosec f.l:n:{ cos f.l:TC +cos (2y1- f.l:TC)} = T--+00 
=cos YI cos y2 cosec (y1 -y2). (2.23) 
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If this limit is subtracted from the right-hand side of (2.22) a Green's 
function is obtained which vanishes at r=oo and has a limit at r ___,.. 0. 
From (2.14) and (2.16) expansions ofG can be derived in the neighbourhood 
of r=O or for r ___,.. oo. 
There is no difficulty in extending the results found above for complex 
values of Yl and Y2· 
3. The case Yl =y2 = 0 
The F-problem reduces in this case to 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
for j = 1 and j = 2. 
(LI-1)F=0 
at rp=rp1 
The F-functions can be found by separating the variables m (3.1). 
Without difficulty the following set is obtained 
{ Fm* (r, rp)-=Km7 (r) cos mv (rp-rp1), (3.3) F m(r, rp) -Im.(r) cos mv (rp-rpl), 
where m=O, 1, 2, ... 
Next we consider the G-problem. In the full plane where boundary 
conditions are absent Green's standard function is 
(3.4) G(r,rp,ro,rpo) = 2~Ko(Vr2 +r~-2rrocos (rp-rpo)). 
For the moment this function will be written in the abbreviated notation 
K(rpo). Then by applying the well-known principle of reflection Green's 
function in the case () = nfm where m is a positive integer, may be written as 
m-1 
(3.5) G(r,rp,ro,rpo) = 1 {K(rpo+2infm)+K(-rpo+2jnfm)}. 
i-0 
For arbitrary values of () the following result has been found 
co 
2()-l 1* Km7 (r) Im7 (ro) cos mv (rp-rp1) cos mv(rpo-rpl) 
m-o 
(3.6) G(r, rp, ro, rpo) = co for r > ro 
2()-l 1* lm7 (r)Km7 (ro) cosmv(rp-rp1) cosmv(rpo-rpl) 
m-0 for r < ro. 
The asterisk of the summation sign indicates that to the term with m = 0 
a factor t has to be added. 
We shall verify (3.6) by direct substitution in (3.1) by making use of 
the formalism of the theory of distributions. If the symbol t(x) denotes 
the function which vanishes for negative values of the argument and 
equals 1 for x ~ 0, we write 
co 
G = 2()-l 1* {Km (r) Im7 (ro) t (r- ro) + Im7 (r) Km7 (ro) t (ro- r)} · 
m-o 
· cos mv ( rp- 'PI) cos mv ( rpo- 'PI). 
32 Series A 
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By taking weak derivatives we obtain indeed 
00 
(LI-1) G = 28-1 !* {K;,.. (ro) Im• (ro)- r;,.. (ro) Km. (ro)} b ( r- ro) · 
m-0 
· cos mv ( cp - cp1) cos mv ( cpo - cp1) = 
00 
= -r0 1 b(r-r0 ) • 28-1 !* cosmv (cp-cp1) cosmv(cpo-cpl)= 
m~o 
= - r0 1 b (r-ro) b (cp- cpo). 
A systematic but rather lengthy derivation of the result (3.6) will be 
given in the second paper of this series. 
If in particular we take cpo = cp1 = 0 and cp2 = n from (3.5) and (3.6) two 
equivalent expressions are obtained giving 
~ 2m~: Km(r) Im(ro) cos mcp, r > r0 , 
(3.7) Ko(Vr2 +r5-2rrocoscp) =I 00 
2 !* Im(r) Km(ro) cos mcp, r < ro. 
m~o 
This is the well-known addition formula for the modified Bessel functions. 
If in (3.6) the cosines are replaced by sines Green's function with the 
boundary conditions 
(3.8) G = 0 for cp = cpj 
is obtained. 
Green's function (3.6) is finite at r = 0 and vanishes exponentially at 
infinity. We note that at r=O 
(3.9) G(O, cp, ro, cpo) = 8-1 Ko(ro). 
4. A functional relation 
In this section we derive some properties of Van Dantzig's auxiliary 
function e(z, y) 3). They will be used in the following sections in the 






Is even in z, and is normalized by e(O, y) = 1. 
Assuming that dfdz ln e(z, y) can be represented as a sme transform 
we put 
00 
(4.2) e'(z, y)fe(z, y) = J sin tz 1p(t)dt. 
0 
Logarithmic differentiation of ( 4.1) gives 
e'(z+ i8, y)fe(z + i8, y)- e'(z -i8, y)fe(z- i8, y) =th(z + iy) -th(z -iy). 
3) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG I.e. section 6. 
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By substitution of ( 4.2) we obtain 
00 
(4.3) 2i f cos tz sh ()t 1p(t)dt= th(z+ iy) + th(- z + iy). 
0 
The inversion of (4.3) can be performed without difficulty. One findH 
easily 
( 4.4) t _ shyt 
"P ( ) - shOt sh tnt 
so that with the proper normalization it follows from (4.2) and (4.4) that 
00 
(4.5) [ 1 J 1 - cos tz sh yt d J e(z,y) = exp 2 t shtltshtnt t · 
-00 
This solution of (4.1) was obtained by VAN DANTZIG in a different way. 
This expression converges for Jim z[ <() + !n-[Re yj. 
The analytic continuation of e(z, y) can be found by expansion into 
an infinite product. We shall use the following well-known Laplace 
transform 
00 
(4.6) J e-Pt 1 - ~os at dt = t In ( 1 + ~). 
0 
From (4.5) we can derive 
00 [ J 1-cos tz ~ { J e(z,y) = exp 2 t k e-(S-ylt_e-(S+Yl1}dt , 
0 m.n 
where 
S =(2m+ 1)() + (2n+ 1)tn, 
and where m and n run through the non-negative integers. Application 
of (4.6) gives 4) 
(4.7) { z2 ) { z2 )-1 e(z,y) =IT 1+ (S-y)2 1+ (S+y)2 . 
Hence e(z, y) is a meromorphic function with the following poles and zeros 
(4.8) poles Z= ± i{(2m+ 1)()+ (2n+ 1)tn+y} 
(4.9) zeros Z= ± i{(2m+ 1)()+ (2n+ 1)tn-y}. 




e(z, in)= ch tvz 
e(z, ()) = ch z. 
Furthermore it is obvious that 
( 4.12) e(z, -y)={e(z, y)}-1. 
4) Ibid. cf. formula (6.11) and (6.17), 
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From (4.5) or from (4.7) also the following functional relation can be 
derived 
( 4.13) e(z+t:n:i, y) e(z-t:n:i,y) 
ch(i-v(z+iy)) 
ch(fv(z-iy)) · 
In a similar way it can be proved that 
e(z-iO,y)_ 0 h( _·) (4.14) ( ()) -- C Z Iy , e z, y-
where 0=0(0, y) is independent of z. 
An alternative expression for e(z, y) can be derived in the following 
way. The inversion of (4.2) may be written as 
00 
sh ()t "P(t) = (ni)-1 J cos tu{th(u+iy) +th( -u+iy)}du. 
0 
If this is substituted in (4.2) we obtain 
00 00 
e' (z, y)fe(z, y) = ~i I { th (u+ iy) + th ( -u+iy)} du I sin zt :0:. :et dt. 
0 0 
In view of ERDELYI et al. Integral transforms I formula 1.9.53 this becomes 
00 
e' (z, y)fe(z, y) = 2~i I { th (u+iy) +th ( -u+ iy)} ch ,:h~:h vz du. 
0 
By partial integration it follows that 
00 
ln e (z, y) = 2~i I ln (ch vu+ ch vz) d {In:~~:~~~~ - 2iy} + constant= 
0 
00 
= tin(1+chvz)-~ fIn I+exp-2(u+~y) shvu du+ 
:n: 2m., I+exp-2(u-Iy) chvu+chvz 
o + constant, 
so that 
00 
-0 h yfn [-~I I+exp-2(u+iy) shvu J (4.16) e(z,y)- (1+c vz) exp 2 . ln 1 + 2( . ) h + h du , m exp- u-1y c vu c vz 
0 
where 0 is a constant. 
From (4.15) one can derive without difficulty that for Re z--+ oo 5) 
(4.16) ) 
In e(z, y) = n-ly In ch vz + 0 0 + 0( e-•z) for v < 2, 
+0(e-2z) for v>2, 
+0(ze-2z) for v=2. 
5. The F-problem 
In this section the F-problem of section 1 will be considered for arbitrary 
complex values of y1 and Y2· We shall follow Van Dantzig's method 6) 
in a somewhat generalized version. 
5) Ibid. cf. formula (3.10) and (6.19). 
6) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG, I.e. section 2. 
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The results of section 3 suggest that there exists a class of solutions 
F(r, q;) which vanish at infinity at least as rapidly as exp ( -cr) where 
c is a positive constant. 
Let F(r, q;) be such a function and let r=O be a possibly singular point. 
Then we may form its generalized cosine transform 7) 
(5.1) 
Its inversion is 
(5.2) 
00 
P(s, q;) =:n-1 f cos rs F(r, q;) d1". 
0 
00 
F(r, q;) = f cos rs P(s, q;) ds. 
-oo 
This formula can be brought in the form 
00 
(5.3) F(r, q;) = f c.os (1· shu) U(u, q;) du, 
-00 
where 
U(u, q;) = ch u P(sh u, q;). 
By partial integration it can be proved that B) 
(5.4) o2U o2U ()u2 + orp2 = 0. 
Hence U(u, q;) is a harmonic function and we may put 
(5.5) U(u, q;) = !{f(u+iq;) + f( -1t+iq;)}, 
where f(w) is an analytic function of its complex argument w. By sub-
stitution of (5.5) in (5.3) we obtain 
00 
(5.6) F(r, q;)=! f cos (rshu){f(u+iq;)+f(-u+iq;)}du. 
-oo 
If inversely in (5.6) the function f(w) is analytic and if for u ~ ± oo 
we have f(u+iq;)=O(JuJc) for some real c then the right-hand side of (5.6) 
is a regular solution of the Helmholtz equation in the angle q;1 ~ q; ~ q;2 
with the possible exception of r = 0. 
If upon (5.6) the boundary conditions (1.5) are applied we obtain after 
elementary reductions for j = l and j = 2 
00 
(5. 7) f cos (r sh u){ch(u-irt)f(u+iq;J)- ch(u+iyJ)f(- u+iq;J)}du= 0. 
-oo 
This is true if 
(5.8) 
In the special case y1=0, y2=y the relations (5.8) reduce to the functional 
equations 
(5.9) f(u) = f( -u), 
7) Cf. M. J. LIGHTHILL (1958). 
f (u+i8) 
f(u-i8) 




In the previous section we have seen that the system (5.9) has the parti-
cular solution e(u, y) and the general solution e(u, y) ch mvu (m=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
It is now easily seen that (5.8) has the general solution 
( 5.1 0) f(u) = e~u-~tp1,y2; ch(mv(u-i~:p1)). 
e u-Itpz, y1 
The generalization in comparison with Van Dantzig's paper consists of 
the factor ch( mv( u- itp1)) made possible by the fact that we released the 
conditions at r=O and r=oo. 
If the right-hand side of (5.10) is denoted by cf>m(u) where c/>o and cf> 
are equivalent notations, then we have obtained the following class of 
rEgular solutions 
00 
{5.11) Fm(r, tp)= f cos (rshu)cf>m(u+i~:p)du. 
-00 
Since c/>m(w) is holomorphic in the strip tp1~Im w~tp2 the solutions Fm 
are regular with the possible exception of r = 0. According to the results 
of the previous section we have for complex w the asymptotic behaviour 
(5.12) 
Hence it follows that for r -+ 0 
(5.13) lyi>Y2 Y1=y2 
y1<y2 
F(r, tp) finite 
F(r, tp) =0 In r+0(1), 
F(r, tp) =0r~'""•,y.-y,l(1 +o{1)), 
where 0 is a constant. For m ~ 1 we have the general result that for r ->- 0 
( 5.14) In F(r, tp) = - e-1(y2- Yl +m:n) In r +0(1). 
By way of illustration we shall consider the special case Yl = y2 = 0. In 
this case the solution is well-known viz. 
For non-integer mv its generalized cosine transform according to (5.1) is 
Further by putting s =shu 
U(u, tp)={2:n)-1 sec !mv:n ch mvu cos (mv{tp-tpl)) 
and 
f(w) = {2:n)-1 sec !mv:n ch (mv(w- itp1) ). 
On the other hand we obtain from (5.10) the equivalent result f(w)= 
ch (mv(w-i~:p1)) differing from the above obtained result by a constant 
factor only. 
We shall now consider the solution ( 5.11) for m = 0 in more detail. 
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From (4.8) and (4.9) it follows that cf>(w) has the following poles 





where m and n are odd natural numbers. 
Hence the representation (5.11) gives not only the solution in the 
angle tp1 ~ tp ~ tp2 but also its continuation in the wider angle 
max(tpl- !:n+y1,2tp1- tp2- !:n-y2) < tp < min(tp2 + !:n+y2,2tp2- tp1 + !:n- y1). 
In some cases the solution exists in a still wider angle. We note the trivia] 
case y1=y2=0 with cf>(w) = 1. .Another case is the following one 
y1 +tp1=y2+tp2=y 
In this case cf>(w) reduces to an elementary expression since now a set 
of poles is neutralized by corresponding zeros. According to (4.14) cf>(w) 
is equivalent to 
(5.15) cf>(w)=sech (w-iy). 
By substitution of this expression in (5.11) it can easily be shown by 
means of the calculus of residues that 
(5.16) F(r, tp) =:n exp ( -r lcos(tp-y)i). 
Let us assume for the moment that y is real. Then (5.16) gives the 
required solution in the angle tp1 ~ tp ~ tp2 and its analytic continuation 
in the halfplane y-!:n<tp<y+t:n. At the boundaries tp=y± !:n the 
factor cos (tp-y) changes sign so that analytic continuation across these 
boundaries gives a solution which is no longer bounded at infinity. 
Formula (5.16) gives in virtue of the absolute sign a non-analytic con-
tinuation i.e. a solution with a discontinuous derivative at tp = y ± t:n. 
The state of affairs is illustrated below in figure 1. 
In the general case with arbitrary 0, y1 and y2 we have a similar behaviour 
Formula (5.11) with m= 0 gives the required solution in an angle which 
is determined by the "nearest" poles of cf>(w). Analytic continuation 
outside this angle yields a solution which does not vanish at infinity. 
However, formula (5.11) gives a non-analytic continuation for all tp 
values for which the integrand has no poles. At the lines tp = tpp for which 
there are poles the solution has a discontinuous derivative. These lines 
can be interpreted as lines of logarithmic sources. 
A typical case with real y1 and y2 is illustrated in figure 2. 
We next consider the important case where 0, y1 and y2 are subjected 





In this case the solution and its analytic continuation exiHt at least in 
a halfplane viz. in the angle 
(5.18) I{Jl- in+ Re Yl < !fJ < I{Jz+ in+ Re yz. 
Formula ( 5.11) ,still with m = 0, can now be written as follows 
F (r, !fJ) = ! J e-r ch (w-l~pl cP (w- -!:n:i) dw + -l f e-rch(w-i~pl cP (w+ -!:n:i) dw, 
L, L, 
where L 1 is the horizontal path Im w = f:n: + !fJ and L 2 the horizontal 
path Im W=- f:n:+tp. 
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The two lines of integration can be replaced by a single one by shifting 
L1 downwards and L 2 upwards. In this way we obtain 
oo +ic 
(5.19) F(r,cp) =! I e-rch(w-i<pl{<f>(w-!ni)+</>(w+!ni)}dw, 
- oo +ic 
where c is subjected to the inequality 
C{Jl + Re y1 <C< cpz +Re yz. 
We note that no poles of </> are passed when L1 and Lz are shifted in 
this way. 
The combination <f>(w- !ni) + <f>(w+ !ni) is important enough to give 
it a special notation. We shall define 
(5.20) H(w) = t{<f>(w- !ni) + </>(w+ !ni)}. 
By means of (5.10) and (4.13) it can be derived that 
( 5.21) 
Hence it follows that the poles and zeros are as follows 
poles w=i{cpl +y1- 2m8-nn} 
w = i { cpz + yz + 2m8 + nn} 
w=i{cpl -yz- (2m+ 1)8 -nn} 
W=i{cpz-yl +(2m+ 1)8+nn}, 
zeros w = i { q;1 + y1 + (2m+ 2 )8 + ( n + 1 )n} 
w=i{q:2 +yz- (2m+ 2)8- (n+ 1)n} 
W=i{cpl -yz+ (2m+ 1)8 + (n+ 1)n} 
w=i{cpz -y1- (2m+ 1)8- (n+ l)n} 
W=i{cpl ± m8}, 
where m, n are non-negative integers. 
We note that H(w) satisfies the functional relations 
(5.22) sh(w -in)H(iq;1 + w) = sh(w + iy1)H(icp1 -w). 
The higher solutions with m:?. 1 can be reduced in a similar way. An 
equivalent set of solutions is 
oo+lc 
(5.23) Fm(r, cp)=t I exp (-rch(w-iq;)) chmv(w-icp1)H(w)dw. 
-oo+lc 
In the special case y1 = y 2 = 0 the solution H(w) - 1 of (5.22) gives at once 
Fm(r, cp)=Km.(r) cos mv(cp-cpl). 
The results of section 3 suggest that there exists a second class of 
solutions which are finite (or e.g. zero) at r = 0 and which are infinite as 
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r ---+ oo. In the general case such solutions can be constructed in the 
following way 
(5.24) F!(r,cp) = 4~iJ exp{rch(w-icp)-amv(w-icp1)}H(w)dw, 
L 
where L is a contour consisting of two parts as shown below. In each 
part Re w has the same sign and is sufficiently large in absolute value 
so that no poles of H(w) are enclosed. We may assume that 
JRewJ>max {jimy1j, jimy2j}. 







It can easily be verified that (5.24) has the required properties. By way 
of illustration we again consider the case y1=y2=0. In this case we have 
the well-known integral representation of I,..(x) with p, ~ 0 
(5.25) I,..(x) = 2~ J ezchw-pw dw, 
L+ 
where L+ is the right-hand part of the contour L (with cp = 0). Taking 
again H(w) = l formula (5.24) gives at once 
F!(r, cp)=l,.,(r) cos (mv(cp-cp1)). 
It is obvious that by (5.24) a solution is given for all values of cpt, cp2, 
Yl and y2 and that it can be continued for all values of cp. 
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